Intelligent storage solutions
Safe and user-friendly
Smooth running distribution centres will be efficient, safe and user-friendly. We can help you.
Our systems provide intelligent and effective solutions for storage and distribution centres:
from manual platforms and semi-automatic systems to fully integrated approaches for
complex warehouse designs.

Everything from one provider
We help you generate ideas while designing, producing, supervising and installing storage
systems. Planning and project management are part of our expertise when complex
automatic systems are involved. Naturally, you want your warehouse to be designed as
efficiently as possible. And we can take care of the entire process, from A to Z.

Specialist knowledge
We have been a worldwide leader in storage systems for the past forty years. Our team of
experienced engineers has unique industry perspective and application knowledge. We like
to share this knowledge and use it to continuously improve our systems.

International player
NEDCON is an independent company that has been part of the international steel group
voestalpine since 2004. We are based in Doetinchem (the Netherlands) and our production
activities take place in Pardubice (Czech Republic). In addition, we also have offices in
various European countries as well as the United States. We also sell our products via a
dealer network.
More effective
To be aligned with our diverse customer base NEDCON has three business units: System Integrators, Key Accounts and Resellers. The focus for each business unit is on you as our partner. Result, short communication lines and customized fulfillment of your specific needs.

System Integrators - Automated warehouse design
Your customers want to run their storage and/or distribution centres as efficiently as possible. As a System Integrator, you want a reliable partner that is able to offer the best storage solutions. We possess unique knowledge needed to offer effective and detailed advice about complex warehouse designs, which we later manufacture. We offer you a formula for success. Our integrated approach and expertise in project, system and product development makes us a strong partner capable of relieving your concerns. Our project teams are ready to jointly realise the best necessary logistical solutions.

Key Accounts - Custom-made storage systems
Warehouses that function efficiently allow you to run your business without unnecessary concerns. You expect certain things from your storage and/or distribution centre. We translate these expectations into intelligent manual and semi-automatic storage systems. This means your goods are stored and/or transported in an efficient, safe and user-friendly manner. Naturally, our storage systems also ensure a safe and efficient working climate. Our account teams will be pleased to advise you about the right solution for your warehouse and help reduce your annual storage costs.

Resellers - The convenience of our solutions
As a specialist, you know exactly what your customers expect from their storage and distribution centres. We will be pleased to assist you in this matter. With our “toolbox”, you will be able to easily and quickly compile the right storage systems for your customers. We also provide personal advice and can quickly supply standard products from stock. Accordingly, we offer you a simple and reliable solution for warehouse design, which also helps you generate additional sales. The convenience of our approach sets you on the path to success.

Because goods vary greatly, each warehouse has a different set of specific requirements. Frozen chips must remain frozen, milk must not turn sour and metal should not rust. Some products sell better than expected and need to be delivered sooner, while others may be left in the storage or distribution centre longer than expected. This is something we understand, and thus always offer the right solution for your product storage.

Always the right storage solution
If we are involved in the realisation of new distribution centres from the very outset, we will be able to offer you the best solution for complex warehouse designs. We possess the special knowledge required to be successful in complex warehouse designs: ranging from automatic platforms for small and pallet-based goods, to metal structures for one or multiple storeys.

Engineering
Our engineers and structural designers make an important contribution to the realisation of specific storage systems. Using technical know-how and knowledge about (international) developments in the field of standardisation and storage systems, we can provide project-specific and tailor-made solutions for you and your customers.

Project management
We work with experienced project teams. They combine expertise in the field of engineering, production, building site logistics and assembly, with knowledge about project management. These disciplines thus reinforce each other and relieve all your concerns. Our project teams are jointly responsible for the entire process:

- design
- planning
- risk analysis
- project management
- final assembly

Our project managers continuously ensure effective coordination - both internally (via supervisors) and externally (via customers).

Installation management
Our assembly managers will help to construct your automatic warehouses. They have many years of experience with the installation of various systems. Your storage systems will be assembled efficiently thanks to collaboration agreements with our permanent partners. Safety is our foremost concern. This is yet another facet for which we assume full responsibility. In addition to our standardised procedures, our Quality, Health & Safety Manager maintains safety guidelines that will be implemented when constructing your storage system.

Site management
The steel structures manufactured for your customers must be delivered effectively and on time. Our qualified assembly teams will be pleased to assume full responsibility on this front. They will ensure safe assembly and supervision at the construction site. Our assembly manager will be your point of contact, which will help you make informed decisions and receive answers to your questions.
Our knowledge in your storage system
We do what we say and say what we do. This includes everything from design and production to project management and installation. Our account managers will be pleased to assist you with all your questions. Thanks to their knowledge of your business processes and our storage systems, they are perfectly placed to offer excellent advice. This means you receive the storage system that best suits your company and products.

Guarantee for lower warehouse costs
Your warehouse, your products and your processes are all unique. Your warehouse must be efficiently designed, whereby work is carried out more effectively and cost-savings are realised. Our engineers will design tailor-made storage systems, ranging from shelving to pallet platforms with pallet Shuttle systems. We also deliver system floor plans, whereby warehouse space is deployed efficiently.

Safety comes first
Just like you, we also aim to realise the highest level of safety and the lowest costs. That is why we construct sample structures and continuously test the safety of our products. Further, we also test whether our products are practical and efficient. We also examine how the latest technology can be effectively included in our systems.

Project unwinding
(Re)designing your warehouse requires effective management. Our experienced project managers will be pleased to assume full responsibility. They will ensure:
- timely realisation
- professional assembly
- continuous progress inspections
- evaluation of customer satisfaction

Key Accounts
The storage system that helps your warehouse realise lower annual costs
You want to run your business without unnecessary concerns. This means your warehouse must operate effectively. The products you store or transport establish specific requirements for the layout of your warehouse. Together, we will create an inventory of needs and use this to realise the most effective storage system, which will also help to reduce your operating costs. This means a tailor-made storage system, which stores and transports goods in a safe, efficient and user-friendly manner at a considerably lower cost.
Technical support
We have accumulated a lot of knowledge on the back of our long-standing experience. A team of professionals is ready to assist you, which means you always receive fast and appropriate support. In addition, you will be assisted by experienced professionals who maintain application knowledge and product information. This will allow you to offer the best storage solutions to your customers.

Intelligent solutions
Your customers rely on your knowledge, speed and focus on results. We offer you an intelligent range of standard products which allows you to respond to all storage needs. These standard products are delivered from stock with reliability of supply, service and quality being the core principles. This allows you to quickly and efficiently make appropriate offers to your customers and gives you complete control.

Resellers
The way to quickly, easily and successfully improve your core business

As a specialist in the field of warehouse design, you know exactly what your customers expect from their storage and distribution centres. And we will be pleased to supplement this knowledge. For instance, our ‘toolbox’ enables you to easily and quickly compile the right storage systems for your customers. We also give you personal advice and quickly supply standard products from stock. This relieves all your concerns and helps to reinforce your core business.
Make the most of your warehouse via the Shuttle
You can reduce annual warehouse costs by efficiently arranging your storage and/or distribution centre. The Shuttle offers you a particularly efficient way of dealing with your pallet-based goods in ambient, cooled warehouses or freezer applications. The Shuttle is a flexible semi-automatic continuation of your fork-lift truck. The Shuttle will perform work in areas that fork-lift trucks cannot access. It can easily, safely and quickly place, relocate and reorganise your filled pallets. It is able to reach deeper and higher than a fork-lift truck. Further, the Shuttle is also able to automatically count, collect and inventory pallets. This allows you to fully exploit the storage density of your warehouse. The Shuttle also creates less collision damage than a fork-lift truck and helps to realise time savings. If fork-lift drivers issue an assignment to the Shuttle, they can collect a new pallet while the assignment is being carried out.

Cloud: automatic pallet storage system
The Cloud is a fully automatic system for your pallet-based goods. Your production components and semi-finished products will be stored and transferred in a safe and efficient manner. The Cloud system is the ideal method for compact storage. By using the Cloud as a buffer, to store produced goods or as a distribution centre, cost savings can be realised in the storage and transfer of large quantities of pallet-based goods.
Based on personal experiences
Your warehouse, your products and your processes are all unique. And so are the storage systems you use. These storage systems have been our speciality for many years. We are experts in this field because we assume full responsibility for logistics, as well as the production and assembly of storage systems. Our personal experiences tell us what works and what doesn’t. We like using our expertise to optimise your warehouse and logistic business processes. This allows you to run your business without unnecessary concerns.

Standardisation and safety
Thanks to our long-standing worldwide experience, we possess a great deal of technical knowledge about safety and standardisation. Naturally, the hundred-plus engineers we employ incorporate this knowledge into your storage systems. Furthermore, we are continuously on the move, looking to realise the highest level of efficiency and safety. Our engineers are ready to share their special knowledge with you. This will help you to keep your storage and/or distribution centre effective, safe and sustainable.
Because we personally manage production, we are able to control the quality of our products. Quality inspections are continuously performed throughout the entire process. This allows us to guarantee high quality products with long life spans.

Our range
A snapshot of our range, where you will always find intelligent total solutions:

- Archiving racks
- Drive-through racks
- High-rise racks
- Drive-in racks
- Small goods racks
- Shelving
- Warehouse systems
- Pallet racks
- Mezzanine floors
- Mobile racks
- Shuttle
- Cloud

We personally manage the production of our products in Pardubice (Czech Republic), approximately 100 kilometres east of Prague. This is where high quality steel is transformed into various profiles, which are later used to realise your ready-to-assemble storage solutions.
We are fully certified for your safety. We possess the following certificates:

- ISO 9001
- ISO 14001
- EN 1090
- DIN 18800-7 version E